Saturn oem parts diagram

Buy Saturn parts now, at wholesale prices - direct from GM. Genuine Saturn Parts are
engineered specifically with your Saturn in mind, ensuring precise fit and flawless function that
lasts mile after mile. If you have any questions, contact us to speak with an experienced parts
specialist. Why pay more? OEM Saturn parts and Saturn parts diagrams. Categories About Us.
Select a Vehicle. Search Go. You can edit the name of your vehicle by clicking the pencil icon
on the right. Something went wrong. Please try again. Select Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No
vehicles found. Select your vehicle below:. Your Cart. Continue Shopping View Cart. Tabbing
past or clicking of this link will close the Cart. Home Saturn. Shop Genuine Saturn Parts. Select
a Saturn Year. Wholesale GM Parts Online. Average 4. Thank you. Legal Policies Data Requests.
Links My Information Testimonials. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the
accuracy of this data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these
pages. Please verify any information in question with a sales representative. Find these parts
and other replacement Buick body parts by looking through our online catalog. Most orders
ships with in 24 hours and delivery time from our Michigan location is working days. All parts
are shipped via FedEx Ground unless other shipping methods are selected. FedEx next day a
second day air shipping is available at your request. Orders shipped outside of the country are
shipped FedEx International Express and usually takes business days as long as it is not help
up in customs. We offer OEM parts at wholesale prices saving you some cash. Pay for parts
using credit card or pickup parts and pay in person for our local customers. All you need to do
is create a free account online and start saving with your first purchase. If you have trouble
looking up parts, feel free to call us. We have very well experienced and friendly parts staff
available to assist you during business hours. Open Monday through Friday 8am â€” 5pm
eastern time zone. Email orders are also accepted. All orders are process the next business
day. Shop our Catalog. Names and logos used within remain the property of their respective
owners. Designed by Ponder Consulting. Search our Catalog Start Here. Saturn Car Parts.
Looking for replacement Saturn body parts or accessories? Enter your Fed-Ex tracking number.
Excluding oversized, overweight and outside the continental US. Select Year Select If Older
Than All used parts are inspected before being sold. Anything mechanical, is tested for
function. We visually inspect for any cracks, leaks, damage, or issues before we put the parts in
our inventory system. Feel secure and rest easy when you search for Used Saturn Parts and
millions of used auto parts from our nationwide network of locally owned salvage yards. We
provide up to 1 year warranty on some of the parts we sell. When you need Used Saturn Parts in
a flash, we have partnered with all major shipping and freight carriers to ship any used part,
used engine, used transmission, and more to any address in the United States. Saturn is a
discontinued automobile brand of General Motors, but are very easily found in most salvage
yards because of the popularity the brand had. Thank you for visiting UsedPart. Are you looking
for a junkyard near you that sells quality used Saturn parts? We have all the tools right here on
UsedPart. We have thousands of junkyards in our system that has a very large inventory of
used auto parts for cars, trucks, and even motorcycles. We guarantee to have the best prices
for any used Saturn parts including used Saturn engines, transmissions, calipers, brake parts,
body and suspension parts as well. We have taken the time to inventory all wrecked and
salvaged Saturn vehicles to make sure you have instant access to any used Saturn parts you
are searching for online. We have junkyards in locations all over the United States, that can
quickly serve you today. You simply need to complete the used auto parts request form, so we
can quickly quote you the best price guaranteed. Search for a junkyard that may have your
Used Saturn Parts in stock! You can search in the USA by zip code for used auto salvage parts
near you using our used parts request form. Call For A Quote! We carry high quality used auto
parts for all vehicles. Our salvage yard serves everyone from a mechanic, gear head, auto shop,
car lots, dealerships, or someone who just needs to get affordable used auto parts to get their
vehicle back on the road. We carry everything from used engines, used transmissions, interior
parts, body parts and electronics for your vehicle. We can even provide you with used wheels,
used suspension, seat belts, trim or door handles. If it is still attached to a vehicle in our
salvage yard, we can pull it, and deliver or ship to your door. All of our vehicles are carefully
inspected, each part is tested, and guaranteed for up to 6 months after you make your
purchase. Our massive auto salvage inventory allows us to stock millions of used auto parts,
and our state of the art system allows us to quickly fulfill any order having any Used Saturn
Parts ready for pickup, or ready to ship. At UsedPart. Our returns system is super easy and fast.
Customers all over the United States have turned to us for their Used Saturn Parts needs
because of the affordable pricing, and guaranteed availability of the used auto parts they need.
Our nationwide reach also helps us find the Used Saturn Parts near you, getting those parts to
you quicker than ever before. Ready to order Used Saturn Parts now? Our easy to use inventory
search system will allow you to enter your vehicles information, and our salvage yard will

immediately contact you with a quote and a price for shipping if you decide to have the parts
delivered to your door. The rising costs of remanufactured and brand new dealer only parts
takes more out of your pocket, and the parts are considered used once they are installed
anyways. Remember when you are searching for Used Saturn Parts on our website, that a
recycled auto part can last longer than an aftermarket replacement auto part. We purchase
vehicles from auctions, which have either been wrecked, do not have titles, or have a major
mechanical or structural issue, which prevents the vehicle from being ran on a highway. There
are still valuable parts on these vehicles, and customers like you need these parts. All of our
Used Saturn Parts are held to a higher expectation for you. All of our used auto parts are
inspected, tested and come with some type of industry standard warranty. Keep UsedPart.
Remember when you are searching for Used Saturn Parts to remember the following points
during your search. Make sure all of the used auto parts you purchase are inspected, and fit
your vehicle. Ask for pictures of the specific Used Saturn Parts or the location of the salvage
yard or sellers location. If you need to use a carrier for shipping, give the salvage yard your zip
code, so they can give you a quote on how much it will cost to ship your used auto part. You
can also try and get a gurantee with your parts you order. Sometimes they can get damaged
during shipment, or may not work at all. Remember, buying original manufacturer made parts
for your vehicle will be better than an aftermarket part that may not fit, look right, or function
properly. Our local auto junkyards near you are ready to help get your used auto parts pulled,
and shipped immediately. We have been in business since , and we have grown to server all
states in the United States. Our network of salvage yards, and other salvage yard owners, buy
these vehicles with the purpose to dismantle, inspect, and ship parts all over the country. Our
systems are in place to provide an affordable price quote, and verification before you make a
purchase. This saves our users and clients time and effort. For more information go to Saturn
Ion is an inexpensive compact car that emphasizes style and innovation as well as value. Ion's
high levels of sophistication, content, fun and functionality were designed to appeal to young
customers. The Saturn Ion is intended to carry on the Saturn tradition of being at the top of the
class when it comes to safety and security. Dent-deflecting and rust-resistant plastic body
panels add to the Ion's appeal. Acceleration is good for its price class, ride and handling about
average. In interior comfort and refinement, Saturn still has a way to go. But experience has
shown that people choose Saturns as much for the hassle-free buying experience as the for
car's actual character and performance. In fact, Saturn ranks at or near the top in J. Power and
Associates Sales Satisfaction Index surveys, putting it in the same league as Lexus and Infiniti
in terms of satisfaction with the sales experience. Corrosion is the number one enemy of cars.
And what causes corrosion? And if you want your Saturn Ion to be running for years to come,
then you better protect it from getting corroded. Yes, your car has already some built-in
protection against corrosion, but you still need to supplement it with a little effort. Here are
ways on how you can help your Saturn Ion withstand the rainy season without succumbing to
corrosion. Your car's weathestripping is what separates your cabin from the outside world.
Making sure that it's intact in all places will not only help keep the cold air from your air
conditioning system in, but it will also ensure that rainwater stays out. And like the other
components of your car, the weatherstripping deteriorates over time as well, so you need to
check it from time to time. Since the weatherstripping is made from rubber, it can deteriorate
easily, so be sure to check for cracks and fraying. If you're already seeing those, then chances
are it won't be too long before your weatherstripping gives out and loses its adhesive. Don't let
yourself be caught off-guard, instead have the weatherstripping fixed right away once you've
noticed signs of deterioration. Like your weatherstripping, your windshield wipers have blades
that are made of rubber. So their deterioration over time and from exposure to intense heat
shouldn't come as a surprise anymore. Just after the summer ends, check the condition of your
wiper blades because even though they have been useless without the rain, the heat from the
sun could still have done a number on them. Replace the wiper blades if they have already worn
out to ensure that you'll have a clean and clear windshield once the rainy season has begun.
You wouldn't want to drive on a rainy night only to have some trouble seeing the road because
your wipers can't seem to get rid of the water on your windshield. Waxing your car won't just
make it look good, but it will also provide it added protection against corrosion. Because once
the rain has started pouring, you would want to make sure that your car's bodywork could
handle it and won't just begin developing rust. Waxing your car would protect your paint, which
in turn protects your car's metallic bodywork. Also, the car wax would make the water drip
down flawlessly form your car surface, thereby getting rid of it easily and decreasing the
possibility of water to accumulate. There's nothing scarier than your car suddenly aquaplaning
in the middle of a crowded street. And to make sure that wouldn't happen to you, monitor your
Saturn's tire tread depth. Have your tires checked just before the rainy season begins to ensure

that they can still grip the road properly and have not gone too bald already; because as tires
get bald, they lose traction on the road, which causes your car to aquaplane and spin out of
control. The car was manufactured and sold for 4 years from to And in , the Ion was considered
as the longest compact car sold in North America. A year later, the first Ions came out of the
assembly lines and into dealership stores and they were equipped with 2. The Ion was made
available in two optionsâ€”a coupe and a sedan. The coupe was also known as the quad coupe
and this was because of its bi-parting doors. Automatic transmission owners got to experience
the 5-speed automatic transmission that was packaged like a four-speed manual gearbox. The
dashboard of the Ion was also quite unique for its timeâ€”instead of having the instrument
panel behind the steering wheel, it was mounted on the top center part of the dash. The model
of the Saturn Ion adopted a new transmission system because the earlier versions used in the
and models caused several problems. It also received several interior upgrades that same year
such as new fabrics for the seat covers, and a height-adjustment feature was also added to the
seats. Lastly, the brand-new Quiet Steel sound-reduction technology was also introduced to the
Ion model. During its last year, the Ion still received several upgrades inside and out. For
instance, its 2. And aside from that, it was also fitted with the ECU taken from the 2. The
production of Ions lasted until March , and it was replaced by the Saturn Astra a year later in
The Saturn Astra is a European-built hatchback that was basically a rebadged version of the
Opel Astra. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order.
Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle.
Select Your Vehicle Part. Saturn Ion Alternator. Saturn Ion Axle Assembly. Saturn Ion Ball Joint.
Saturn Ion Blower Motor. Saturn Ion Brake Booster. Saturn Ion Brake Caliper. Saturn Ion Brake
Disc. Saturn Ion Brake Master Cylinder. Saturn Ion Brake Pad Set. Saturn Ion Cabin Air Filter.
Saturn Ion Catalytic Converter. Saturn Ion Control Arm. Saturn Ion Engine Control Module.
Saturn Ion Exhaust System. Saturn Ion Fender. Saturn Ion Floor Mats. Saturn Ion Fuel Filter.
Saturn Ion Fuel Line. Saturn Ion Fuel Pump. Saturn Ion Grille Trim. Saturn Ion Headlight. Saturn
Ion Muffler. Saturn Ion Serpentine Belt. Saturn Ion Spark Plug. Saturn Ion Starter. Saturn Ion
Steering Rack. Saturn Ion Sway Bar Link. Saturn Ion T Connector. Saturn Ion Tail Light. Saturn
Ion Throttle Body. Saturn Ion Vapor Canister. Saturn Ion Water Pump. Saturn Ion Wheel. Saturn
Ion Window Motor. Saturn Ion Window Regulator. Saturn Ion Wiper Blade. Saturn Ion Wiper
Motor. Refine by:. See All. Shop Saturn Ion Parts. Showing 1 - 15 of results. Display item:. Sort
by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Vehicle Fitment - Saturn
Ion 2 4 Cyl 2. Vehicle Fitment Saturn Ion 2 4 Cyl 2. Page 1 of Showing 1 - 15 of results. Saturn
Ion Customer Reviews. Feb 05, Exact fit and solved my issues. Lou Russell. Purchased on Jan
04, Replacement Variable Timing Solenoid. Feb 04, Top notch! Dedee Dedee. Purchased on Jan
28, Jan 22, Thomas Spagnola. Purchased on Jan 13, Saturn Ion Guides. Epitome of style yet
recognizable, the Saturn Ion sedan drew favorable comments on the street. From the front, the
Ion retains the Saturn family look with slim horizontal headlamps and the Saturn name
embossed in the bumpers. Ion does, in fact, stand tall. It's more than four inches taller than the
previous-generation S-Series that it replaced. The Ion sedan's roof curves heavily down to the
high trunk line almost giving it the appearance of a hatchback rather than a traditional sedan.
Ion maintains the Saturn tradition of attaching composite polymer body panels to a substantial
steel space-frame. The polymer panels can't rust and, because they are slightly resilient, they
resist the minor impacts that leave small dents and dings in sheet metal. The down side is that
the Saturn's panels look thicker than steel sheet and gaps between body parts have to be
greater to allow for expansion in hot weather. Another benefit of the composite panels is that
they are relatively easy to replace. Saturn has exploited this advantage on the Ion by offering
alternatively colored roof rails that owners can easily install to customize their car's
appearance. To top it all, Saturn Ion parts are the key to its great performance. But one
important thing is that your Saturn Ion parts must complement to your car's features to achieve
great handling. Saturn Ion performance parts such as air filters, suspension kits or maybe even
a cold air intake will make your ride perform and handle how you desire. Early years: Mid years:
The end: Helpful Automotive Resources. For years, the GM division got by with a pair of car
lines, the S-Series for small car and the L-Series for large car â€” in Saturn terms. Both were
good, solid designs that offered. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights
Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility
Statement. Saturn is known for their well-loved family cars that provide comfortable and
spacious interiors with the latest tech features. But as you use your Saturn on a regular basis in
varying road conditions, its parts may wear out, making it unsafe to drive. Maintain
uncompromised road safety and drive quality by replacing any faulty Saturn vehicle parts as
soon as possible. We have high-quality Saturn parts for different models and years. For fast,
fuss-free shopping, buy Saturn parts on our website. We have a great selection of high-quality

Saturn aftermarket body parts and accessories sourced from the most reliable manufacturers in
the automotive industry. Our replacement aftermarket parts function at exactly the same caliber
as their original equipment manufacturer OEM counterparts. Also, you may find that aftermarket
Saturn parts are more budget-friendly compared to OEM options. If you're looking to minimize
replacement costs on a stock part, you may prefer the aftermarket route. Replacement
aftermarket parts may be easier to acquire and have more variety compared to OEM
components, where supplies are often subject to availability. Our online Saturn car parts
catalog also has accessories to help you customize your vehicle. Consider buying protective
gear, like cargo or floor mats, to help shield your Saturn from skids or other physical damage.
At CarParts. Avoid the hassle and trouble of going to your dealership by acquiring your parts
online from the comfort of your home. We feature aftermarket parts with OEM-like performance.
Our team sourced components from the most trusted brands to guarantee optimal fit and
durability. Are you shopping on a budget? We have the best deals on competitively priced parts
and accessories to help your car get back on the road. Are you worried about whether or not
your purchase is compatible with your vehicle? We have a team of professional customer
service personnel to assist you with any inquiries and clarifications you may have about your
purchase. All the parts on our website are on hand and ready to ship once your order has been
made. You'll receive your order in a matter of days as we deliver from numerous strategic
locations across the US. Already have a part in mind? Start shopping to get the best deals on
aftermarket Saturn parts and accessories now! We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest
version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports.
Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Select Your Vehicle Part. Saturn Alternator. Saturn
Axle Assembly. Saturn Blower Motor. Saturn Brake Booster. Saturn Brake Caliper. Saturn Brake
Disc. Saturn Brake Disc and Pad Kit. Saturn Brake Master Cylinder. Saturn Brake Pad Set.
Saturn Bumper Reinforcement. Saturn Control Arm Kit. Saturn Door Glass. Saturn Driveshaft.
Saturn Engine Control Module. Saturn Exhaust System. Saturn Floor Mats. Saturn Fog Light
Cover. Saturn Fuel Pump. Saturn Grille Trim. Saturn Headlight. Saturn Mass Air Flow Sensor.
Saturn Muffler. Saturn Nerf Bars. Saturn Power Steering Pump. Saturn Serpentine Belt. Saturn
Spark Plug. Saturn Starter. Saturn Steering Rack. Saturn T Connector. Saturn Tail Light. Saturn
Third Brake Light. Saturn Throttle Body. Saturn Turbocharger. Saturn Valance. Sat
1984 jeep cherokee wiring diagram
spa wiring diagram schematic
ford territory service intervals
urn Wheel. Saturn Window Motor. Saturn Wiper Blade. Saturn Wiper Motor. Saturn Models.
Saturn Astra Parts. Saturn Aura Parts. Saturn Ion Parts. Saturn L Parts. Saturn LS Parts. Saturn
LS1 Parts. Saturn LS2 Parts. Saturn LW1 Parts. Saturn LW2 Parts. Saturn LW Parts. Saturn
Outlook Parts. Saturn Relay Parts. Saturn SC Parts. Saturn SC1 Parts. Saturn SC2 Parts. Saturn
SL Parts. Saturn SL1 Parts. Saturn SL2 Parts. Saturn SW1 Parts. Saturn SW2 Parts. Saturn Sky
Parts. Saturn Vue Parts. Saturn Customer Reviews. Jan 18, The control arms fit perfectly. Tom
Price. Purchased on Jan 12, Jun 02, Very good thanks. Purchased on May 13, Mar 22, Went in
no problem we will see how long they last but we will see. Kyle Carbone. Purchased on Mar 07,
Saturn Guides. About Aftermarket Saturn Parts. Shop Aftermarket Saturn Parts. Why Shop from
CarParts. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

